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A B S T R A C T

The electron responses of PWO, LaBr3:Ce, and LYSO:Ce crystal scintillators have been investigated at the Kyoto
University Free Electron Laser (KU-FEL) facility, which provides electron beams satisfying a single-electron hit
condition. The linearities and scintillation decay times were measured at electron energies between 5 and 40
MeV. The distributions of pulse height were compared with those from Monte Carlo simulations to deduce the
deposit energies. All the scintillators are found to show good linearity, and their decay times are roughly constant
over the measured energy range.

1. Introduction

The background of high-energy electrons and photons can occa-
sionally cause interference during nuclear-reaction experiments at a
spallation-neutron-source facility. Because crystalline scintillators are
frequently used to detect energetic ions, their electron responses (pulse
shape and linearity of scintillation light yield) are used to analyze
pulse shapes with the aim of filtering out background noise. To this
end, it is necessary to know the response characteristics over a wide
energy range. To date, many studies have been conducted into the
electron responses of certain scintillation crystals. Most of these studies
were limited to relatively low energies, below 1 MeV [1–9], because
scintillators show remarkable non-proportionality. Only a few studies
have been conducted at energies above 1 MeV. Prototype calorimeters
were examined [10,11] at very high energies of 0.2–1 GeV for photon-
detection purposes in the range of gigaelectronvolts. However, little
attention has been given to responses at energies of several tens of
megaelectronvolts.

In the present study, we measure electron responses at energies of
several tens of megaelectronvolts, a region that has not been studied
before. At these energies, the nonlinearity is considered to be weak
and the scintillation pulse shapes are generally independent of the
bombarding energy. To investigate these points, we use three crystal
scintillators: lead tungstate (PbWO4, abbreviated to PWO), cerium-
doped lanthanum bromide (LaBr3:Ce), and cerium-doped lutetium–
yttrium orthosilicate (LYSO:Ce). PWO crystals are useful for high-energy
experiments because of their relatively short decay times (6 and 30 ns)
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and high density (8.3 g/cm3). LaBr3:Ce is known to have a short decay
time (<25 ns) and a very large photon yield (>60,000 photons/MeV).
LYSO:Ce scintillators have decay times of around 40 ns and large photon
yields (>35,000 photons/MeV). The purpose of this work is to measure
the scintillation decay times and scintillation light yields at electron
energies from 5 to roughly 40 MeV.

2. Experiment and analysis

The experiments were carried out at the electron accelerator facility
of the Kyoto University Free Electron Laser (KU-FEL) [12]. The facility is
shown schematically in plan view in Fig. 1. Electrons with an energy of
8.4 MeV were generated by the thermionic radio-frequency (RF) gun
driven by a 10-MW klystron. The electrons were then injected into
the traveling-wave-type accelerating tube driven by a 20-MW klystron,
where they were accelerated further to 40 MeV. To realize single-
electron hits at the detector position (point C), the beam intensity was
weakened by turning off the triplet quadrupole magnets upstream of the
undulator and reducing the electron beam current generated by the RF gun by
decreasing its thermionic cathode temperature. Collimators were placed at
the entrance and exit of bending-magnet B3 to produce a low-intensity
monoenergetic electron beam. The beam was directed to point C and
introduced into the scintillator detector in the atmosphere through a 20-
μm-thick titanium foil and a slit in the form of a lead block containing
a hole 5 mm in diameter and 50 mm in length. This arrangement of
equipment around the detector is shown in Fig. 2. The beam intensity
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Fig. 1. Plan view of Kyoto University Free Electron Laser (KU-FEL) experimental hall and accelerator.

Fig. 2. Geometry around detector for simulation.

was a few electrons per shot, as shown in Fig. 3, which shows single-
electron pulses of 40 MeV observed by the PWO scintillator. Six electron-
beam energies, ranging from 5.0 to 40 MeV, were provided for the
experiments. The electron beam energy was controlled by the accel-
erating gradient in the traveling-wave-type accelerating tube shown
in Fig. 1. For the 5.0-MeV condition in particular, the electron beam
was decelerated from 8.4 MeV to 5.0 MeV in the tube by injecting the
electron beam in the deceleration phase. The beam-energy errors were
estimated to be less than 1% and were due mainly to hysteresis of the
electromagnets.

We measured the electron responses of the three scintillator crystals
at room temperature. The PWO crystal was a rectangular solid with
dimensions of 20 × 20 × 50 mm. The LYSO:Ce was a cylinder 30 mm
in length and 30 mm in diameter. The LaBr3:Ce scintillator was a
cylinder 38 mm in length and 38 mm in diameter. Each scintillator was
coupled directly to a photomultiplier tube (PMT) (R329-02; Hamamatsu
Photonics, Japan). The PMT signals were fed into an oscilloscope (DS-
5554; Iwatsu, Japan) where the pulse shapes were recorded.

The scintillation pulse shapes were analyzed off-line to obtain the
pulse-height distributions and the decay times of the scintillations. The
pulse shape 𝐽 (𝑡) is well expressed [13] as a function of time 𝑡 by

𝐽 (𝑡) = −𝑆
{

exp
(

−
𝑡 − 𝑡𝑝
𝜏𝐷

)

− exp
(

−
𝑡 − 𝑡𝑝
𝜏𝑅

)}

, (1)

where 𝜏𝐷 and 𝜏𝑅 are the decay and rise times, respectively, 𝑆 is the pulse
strength, and 𝑡𝑝 is the peak time.

Fig. 3. Single-electron pulses in four shots measured by the PWO scintillator. The electron
energy is 40 MeV.

Fig. 4. Scintillation pulse shape of LaBr3:Ce for 40-MeV electron bombardment.

3. Results and discussion

Typical scintillation pulse shapes of LaBr3:Ce and LYSO:Ce observed
with 40-MeV electrons are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The
thin lines are the experimental observations and the thick lines are the
results of fitting Eq. (1). For both LaBr3:Ce and LYSO:Ce, the calculations
reproduce the experimental pulse shapes well. The resultant values of 𝜏𝐷
for LaBr3:Ce are plotted in Fig. 6 against the deposit energy. The method
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Fig. 5. As Fig. 3 but for LYSO:Ce.

Fig. 6. Decay time of LaBr3:Ce.

for determining the deposit energy is described below. The error bars
are standard deviations. The values of 𝜏𝐷 are almost constant over the
measured energy range. The corresponding energy dependences of 𝜏𝐷
for LYSO:Ce and PWO are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. The pulse
shapes of these scintillators were found to be constant in the present
energy range.

The pulse-height distribution of the LaBr3:Ce scintillator for 5-MeV
electron bombardment is shown in Fig. 8. The points are the experimen-
tal observations and the solid line is the simulation result obtained using
the particle transport code PHITS [14,15], which allows full simulation
of the measurements of Fig. 2 (i.e., the crystal dimension, the slit in front
of the detector, the air between the detector and the accelerator, and the
titanium foil as the exit window of the accelerator). In the simulation,
the deposit energy distributions to LaBr3:Ce scintillator were calculated
first, and then the spectrum was broadened by considering the detector
energy resolution. The deposit energies of the experimental observations
were normalized by the simulation result. Fig. 10 is the same as Fig. 9
but for an incident electron energy of 40 MeV. For both bombarding
energies, the spectral shapes are reproduced well by the simulation. The
full energy peak is formed at a beam energy of 5 MeV. In contrast, the
spectral peak is at 30.4 MeV for 40-MeV incidence because of the escape
of electrons or photons from the volume of the LaBr3:Ce scintillator. The
scintillation linearity was investigated using the following procedure.
Firstly, a value of the pulse height (voltage) was sampled from the
spectrum. Here, we decided to take the peak value of the spectrum.

Fig. 7. As Fig. 5 but for LYSO:Ce.

Fig. 8. As Fig. 5 but for PWO.

Fig. 9. Pulse-height distribution of LaBr3:Ce scintillator for 5-MeV electron bombard-
ment.

Secondly, the corresponding energy value was determined by fitting the
simulated energy spectrum to the experimental pulse-height spectrum.
Lastly, we plotted the relationship between pulse height and deposit
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Fig. 10. As Fig. 9 but for electron bombardment of 40 MeV.

Fig. 11. Linearity of LaBr3 scintillator light output.

energy as Figs. 11–13 for LaBr3:Ce, LYSO:Ce, and PWO, respectively. In
this procedure, any possible error is the energy value only, which stems
from the fitting uncertainty. The errors were estimated to be 0.7% at
most and are smaller than the symbols in the figures. As expected, these
scintillators exhibit little nonlinearity in the measured energy range.
This result is consistent with the fact that the observed distributions
of pulse height and the calculated distributions of deposit energy have
almost the same shapes.

4. Conclusion

The electron responses of PWO, LaBr3:Ce, and LYSO:Ce crystal
scintillators were measured in terms of their linearities and scintillation
decay times at electron energies of 5–40 MeV at KU-FEL, where a single-
electron beam is available. The observed pulse-height distributions were
reproduced well by Monte Carlo simulation by taking electron scattering
into consideration. Each scintillator showed good linearity, and the
decay times of the scintillators were roughly constant in the measured
energy range.
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Fig. 12. As Fig. 11 but for LYSO:Ce scintillator.

Fig. 13. As Fig. 11 but for PWO scintillator.
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